John H. Webster
1556 Halford Ave., #132
Santa Clara, CA 95051
November 18, 2004
F.B.I.
San Francisco Headquarters
450 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94102
Dear Sir or Madam,
This letter is to give your agency another chance to show it is really interested in
promoting real justice rather than just being part of a USA Gestapo. I contacted your
department by phone about seven or eight years ago leaving a voice message yet I never
heard a response back. Previous to that I sent a letter without getting any response. This
time I would hope we could at least get a dialog going.
I understand that the FBI is supposed to get involved in cases where the Rights of US
citizens are violated. In my case a Federal Agency, the US Postal Inspection Service
(USPIS) got together with local police (San Jose Police) in an illegal sting where they
committed Organized Criminal Activity back in the 1990’s. That activity included
professional editing/altering of tape-recorded evidence; misuse of “Confidential
Informant” laws, and other illegal tricks all to get around provisions of the Bill of Rights.
A key player in that sting was Officer Brenda Wells, now Lt. Brenda Herbert. She was
the undercover policewoman that placed a series of phone calls to me back in February
and March of 1990 where extensive editing/alteration was done to the tape-recorded
evidence of those phone calls.
Recent developments in that case involve my using my Free Speech Rights to notify Lt.
Herbert’s co-workers at the San Jose Police Admin building, including other police
officers, and also her neighbors on Halkins Drive in San Jose, of the criminal activity that
she participated in. The normal response to that activity would be for Lt. Herbert to sue
me for Defamation of Character or the City to file charges against me for making “False
Accusations against Police”. Trouble is my accusations are true, and I believe they know
it. Either of those legal actions against me would backfire, giving me the opportunity to
prove my allegations.
The City of San Jose instead has responded by getting a Restraining Order against me
being within 300 yards of the San Jose Police Administration building, City Hall, or her
residence. Details of the Restraining Order and the Appeal of that order can be seen on
my Web-Site (URL: www.JWebster.com). Select the Menu item for Restraining Order or
the direct link to the Appeal.
The primary criminal act committed by the San Jose Police and the USPIS agents was of
course the altering of tape-recorded evidence, and that could only be proven through a

deposition of Lt. Brenda Herbert concerning her role in that 1990 sting. However a lesser
crime, that of conspiracy by the USPIS and San Jose Police officers to hide/destroy
exculpatory evidence can be easily shown. The FBI should still be able to verify the
authenticity of the copies of evidence in my possession that shows that conspiracy.
While I have had that evidence for over eight years I did not recognize the inconsistency
in that evidence that actually points to that conspiracy until only recently.
The inconsistency is in the comparison between the official list of items taken from my
residence in a warranted search in 1990 and the copies of letters returned from a Freedom
of Information request to the USPIS. The Search Warrant Return lists among other
items, a letter from “Barbara” (the USPIS confidential consultant/informant) dated
February 19th 1990. That letter was not returned when the other items taken in the
warranted search were returned many years later. But more importantly, a copy of that
letter also was not included in the Freedom of Information items from the USPIS either.
In desperation I had sent a letter to “Barbara” stating “Please tell me the type of man you
are looking for and I will try my best to be that man”. The USPIS agent, as “Barbara”
then sent me a response (the one post dated 2/19/1990) that made reference to my letter
and stated that I should just hang in there and “she” would start calling me in a few days.
My letter in evidence would have shown that sting for exactly what it was, a blatantly
active entrapment, and would have made it that much more difficult for them to obtain a
conviction. Apparently because of this the USPIS agent chose to purposely destroy/lose
that letter from me. However he would have also had to contact the San Jose Police, and
perhaps Officer Wells herself, to direct that upon my arrest, that particular letter received
by me from “Barbara” also be destroyed/lost.
When Federal Law Enforcement Agencies like the USPIS violate the Rights of Citizens
and yet are not held accountable to the law themselves then the Justice System looses a
major part of its legitimacy. The best way to restore that legitimacy then is for another
Federal Agency, such as the FBI, to investigate accusations of rogue agencies violating
the law, and to hold those agencies accountable. In my case I am asking the FBI to do
exactly that.
In the mean time I will be continuing to apply pressure on the City of San Jose, and its
Police Department, to either admit to the past Organized Criminal Activity (RICO
violations) or bring charges against me for making false accusations. If charges are
brought against me I would have the opportunity to get a deposition from Lt. Herbert
concerning her role in that 1990 sting.
Yours in Truth,

John H. Webster
P.S.: Attached is a copy of an email I sent to San Jose Police last month.

